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This stjid}  ^ sugpjosts Bayesian and time-varying models to adjust for the 
regression tc'ndeiK'y of lietas [iresent in standard asset i)ricing applica­
tions. Beta, adjustment techniciues are a])])li('d to the Istcinl.^ ul Stock 
Exchange da.ta. Empirical findings show tlia.t MSE (Mean Square Er­
ror) are lowest among all models used in tlie study when log-linear or 
sciuare-root linear Blume modcds are used and lietas predicted according 
to Bayesian models have lower MSl·^  tlian unadjusted Ivetas. Also, it is 
oliserved tha,t inediciency ])art of tlie MSE changes most when various 
adjustment teclmiques are uschL
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Bu ealısma Letalann regresyon eğilimlerini ölçmek üzere standart varlık 
Hyatlandırmalannda kulla.mlan Bayesiyan ve zaman içinde değişir mod­
eller önermektedir. Beta ayarlama teknikleri İstaıdıul Menkul Kıymetler 
Llirliği verileri üzerinde uygulanmıştır. Ani|)irik lıulgular göstermiştir 
ki, logaritmik-tloğrusal ve karekök-doğrusal modeller kullanıldığında, 
ortaklına, bata karesi çalışmada kulla.nila.ii tüm modeller arasında en 
düşük değere erişmiştir ve de Bayesiyan modellere göre yapılan tahmin­
ler, İliç, ayarlama yapmaksızın yapılan tahminlere göre daha iyi sonuç 
vermişlerdir. Ayrıca değişik ayarlama teknikleri denenirken ortalama 
hata karesinin en çok etkinsizlik kısmında oynamalar gözlenmiştir.
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1 Introduction
Estimation oi systematic risk is one of the most criticfil topics in fiiicince. 
As a. relevant measure of risk in security analysis, the beta coefficient 
has l)een widely used in the recent i)a.st. The power of measuring the 
ex-a.nt(' security risk highly depends on tlie degree of predictability and 
the temporal stability of security l.)etas over future time periods.
As the beta predictions, like all the other predictions in economics, 
the simplest method is to assume that tlie future will l^ e like the past, 
nistorii^al l)etas could then l>e used directly. But such methods rest on 
the assumption tliat the underlying processes must stal.ile over time and 
the past record is an adecpiate reilectoi* of their essential cluiracteristics.
There ar(‘ several ol.)jections arised against these methods. First of 
all, in order to catcli tlie information hidden in the return for the secu­
rity, a long ]>eriod must lie studied. Efut when the estimation-prediction 
period was kept long, the simple system hy itself would be inadequcite 
to ex])lain the structural change.
As Sliar])e (1970) summarized in his famous liookE
”Tlie investigator may he faced with the choice of learning 
enough a.l)out the wrong thing oi* too little about the right one.”
Most economists who oliserved the ineiliciency of the above prediction 
method tliaf the future will lie ex^ictly like the jiast, tried several other 
adjustment procedures.
Blunic and Levy (1971) found that security lieta coefficients did not 
predict tlie l)(d.as in the siil;)S(xiuent ¡leriods. They also observed that 
as lietas de].)arted from tlie average, [irediction accuracy got worsened, 
high l)eta.s were overiiredicted whereas the low ones were underpredicted. 
Idle studies of Eubank and Zumwalt (1979) showed that Mean Square 
Error a.s a. consistent criteria to estimate prediction error decreased when 
])ortfoli() siz(' or estimation-prediction period was increased. Bcra and
Ч ’огіГоГк.)'Г1і(;;пгу and ( 'a])i(.al Mark<its,|:>. 1 79 .
Kannan (198()) found that as different l)eta a.djustment procedures were 
utilized, the Mean S((uare Error coidd l)e reduced upto a point.
The objectives of this study are twofold. First we try different adjust­
ment tecimiiiues, sucli as naive adjustment,time-varying adjustments or 
Bayesian adjustments, to find a model which fits l)est to predict the 
ex-a.nt(' security l.)eta coellicients using the data from the Istanbul Stock 
Exchange' (ISE).
Sei'ond, we investigate the sources oF forecast error (MSE), the bias, 
imdliciency and random error, and fiirnisli more detailed ¿inswers con­
cerning the effects of various adjustment procedures on MSE.
2 Literature Survey
IM'evious research adopted dilFerent a])])roaches to justify l.^ eta coefficient 
as a measure of systematic risk. Three of them are mainly portfolio 
aj)proach, e([uilibrium approach and single index ap])roach.
2.1 Portfolio Approach
lh)rtfolio a];)proach is l)ased on the a.ssum])tion that coml^ining some 
assets into a. ])ortfolio the retuni to it may l>e removed of the risks of 
tli(" assets. Idiis a])proacli makes several assum])tioiis regcirding investor 
l)eliavior:
1. Investors represents each investment alternative with a probability 
distril)ution of ex])ected returns over some ]>eriod.
2. Investors take tlie varial)ilty of ex|)ected retunis as a measure of the 
I'isks of ])ortfolios.
3. Investors maximize l-|)eriod ex])ected utility which marginally di­
minishes.
4. The utility function of investors depends only on expected returns 
and ex])(^cted variance of returns.
5. For a given level of expected returns, investoi's prefer less expected 
risk to more exi.)ected risk and for a given level of risk, investors 
|)reter higher ex].)ected return to lower expected return.
By Sharpe’s formulation, the return to i)ortfolio is defined as:
R , = Y ^ x Jir , (1)
? : = i
x-i is the weight ot individual sea.irities in the portfolio and Rp and Ri 
are res|.)ectively i)ortfolio and individual security returns.
As Sliarjje (1970) slioweci, with ten to fifteen securities the unsys­
tematic risk which is the variance of tfie random terms can l>e almost 
com])letely diversiiied. His argument is reflected in the l.)elow equation.
n 11
cr; =  ( ^  (2)
¿=1 ¿=1
The. first. t(4‘m on tho RUS of e([ua,tion (1) is known as the non-diversifiable 
or systenicitic risk of the portfolio, while the second term is known as 
the diversihal.de or unsystematic risk of the portfolio c\s given below.
total r isk  = system atic r isk  + an system aiic  r isk  (3)
If the investors funds spread evenly over the n different securities 
then Xi =  ^ for each sec.u.irity. Then this e((uation takes the form of
= (4)
where and res|)ectively, stands for the risk of portfolio and mar­
ket and (7( for the unsystematic risk The risk in the portfolio mainly 
depends on cross-sectional average l)eta, thus individual beta as con- 
tril^uting average l>eta is a measure of the systematic risk in a portfolio.
2.2 Equilibrium Approach
d'he Ec|uilif)rium Approacli wliich is developed l)y Sharpe and Lint­
ner (19()5) gives us a relation between the ex])ected security return 
and expected market return. Eciuililirium a.|)|.)roach theory builds on 
Markowitz portfolio model, therefore it retpiires the same assumptions, 
along with some additional ones:
1. All investors aim to reach points on the ellicient frontier.
2. All investors have homogeneous ex])ectations.
“ Unsyslematir ri.sk is ¿\lso known as ooinpany-speciiic risk oaused l;»y events that are unique to a 
p¿u'ti<.,ular firm, vvhere£is systematic (market risk) stems from the factors that systeniiitically affect 
all linns.
3. Investors can 1.)Oitow or lend any iimonnt of money at the risk-free 
rate of return.
4. Investors have the same l-period horizon.
5. Investments are infinitely divisil.)le.
(). There is no ta,xes and transaction costs charged when buying or 
selling assets.
7. ddiere is no iniiation in i)rices and interc'st rates.
8. (hii)ital markets are in e(iuilil)riiim
(hipital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) connects the excess return to 
the security to the excess return to market portfolio ¿is:
-  R j = -  Rj]. (5)
Ьу{Ни) and are ex|)ected individiud security return ¿iiid iiicirket
return ¿ind R f is the risk-free r i^te. The constcint of proportionality 
fii is a mecisure of risk for individual securities. Note that fti =  I is 
equiv¿dent to expected excess return of the security equcils to expected 
excess nnirket rate oi return. Furthermore ¿iny security with an expected 
return greater than will h<ive fii > 1, and any security with an 
ex].)ected return lo'ss than Ящ will hcive fii < 1.
If the i.)rice of a security is lower than it would l.)e in equilil.)rium then 
this security Inis high expected returns for the ¿imount of systematic risk 
it l)e<irs. So, there will be ¿i strong dennind for it. Thus, investors will 
l.^ id their prices until equilibrium rate of return driven l.^ cick to wlnit the 
(JAPM ((Japital Asset Pricing Model) im])oses.
Similarly, if the ])rice of a security is higher than it would be in 
ec|uilil)rium then the price will fall due to a hick of dermind since this 
security does not offer suflicient exi.)ected returns to induce investors to 
take the amount of systennitic risk that this security becirs.
2.3 Single Index Approach
Some research has adopted the standard single index model (SIM) to 
estimate systematic risk. The characteristic line used in the literature 
is as follows:
(6)
where Hit and R^ nt respectively, the return to the security ?*, and the 
return to the market portfolio in period /, and ea is the random distur- 
l)a.nce with mean zero and homosceda.stic variance cind is uncorrelcited 
witli market return, and [ii are regi-ession ].)a.rameters. This model of 
Marko'witz {19 )^9) de|.)ends on the assumi)tion that fii (and ¿dso ai) are 
time invariant. According to this assumption the differences between 
l)eta.s for a s])eciiic security in different ].)eriods a.re caused l)y sampling 
errors.
2.3.1 Index Problem
It has l)een a topic of discussion in the literature what the market rcite of 
i-eturn really is. Theoretically market ])ortfolio is composed of propor­
tionate holdings of all securities. With res].)ect to definitions of return 
different security price indexes are availalde: two of the more popular 
are Dow-Jones’lndex of :K) Industria.1 Stocks and Standard and Poor’s 
Composite Index neither of which includes dividends.'^
Most of tlie investigators used the average of the values for the indi­
vidual securities as the rate of return to the market ].)ortfolio:
N
rUn = (7)
i= l
wliere fin = security rate of return in time period t, R^i =  market rate 
of return in time period t and N = number of securities.
^Sliarixf;, IN;)rtfolio Theory and Capital Markets,]^. 1 13.
By assigiiiiig equal weiglits to all security returns in the calculation 
of the market rate of return, it is assumed that equal dollar amount is 
invested in (wery security.
Investigators have constructed many indexes to l)e proxies of market 
rate of return. Some of the most i)opidar ones are:
• l· islu'r’s Coml)ina.tion Investment Ih^rformance Index
• Fisher’s Comhination Price Index
• Stcindard and Poor’s ('omi)osite Index
• 1) o w - .1 o n (‘ s ’ 1 n d u s t r i a.l A v ('rag e
• King’s Deriviu] Mai’ket I'a-ctor
• Standard and Poor’s Index of 90 Stocks
Ih'ster’s Derived Rate ol Return Index
• Index of Rate of Return on Dovv-.Jones’3() Industrial Stocks
It lias lieen Ccdculated liy Sharpe that all of these indexes are cor­
related with each otluT witli correhition ('oeilicients greater than 0.91, 
sometimes as big as 0.9852. As Sliarpe concluded this is not surprising 
Ix'ca-use the return on any well-diversiiied portfolio will he highly corre­
lated with the market return when the securities in the portfolio bear 
very big systematic risk with respect to tlie unsystematic risk.
Then a question comes into minds as:'^  ’’ //rnc many securities are 
needed fo r  a wcll-d/iversified p o r ifo lio f’ Shariie provided an answer to 
tliis question hy using a study l.)y Evans.''
Evans constructed 2400 ])ortfolios from the set of 470 common stocks. 
44ie first 60 of this portfolios incli.uh'd one security only, the second 60 
]:)ortfolios included two sécurités and tlie last 60 included 40 securities
■^Sharpo, riuiory and (Capital Market.s,pp. 147-150.
l^eslic Evtins,” D¡veı^s¡íic¿ılioıı and the Rednetion oi Di.si)ersioii:An Empirical Analy­
sis,’’doctnial dissertation, (iradviate School of Business A<hninistration, University of Wasliington, 
Siiiittle W;ish.,lyO(S.
(ill equal clollar amounts). Evans found the result that a typical portfolio 
with ec[ual amounts of 20 securities would have only 3 percent more tluin 
the risk of the most highly diversified ])ortfolio imagiiudile.*'
As it should lie olivious the expected return depends only on market 
rate of return:
E iR ,) = ai + f i iE i r U  (8)
As ill the preceediiig equilil.iriuin a.])])roach, the risk consists of two
= i^h'L +  (9)
where the first term on the RliS denotes the systematic risk and the 
second one the unsystematic risk.
2.3 .2  The Relation between SIM and C A PM
Despil.e lieing two independent models, tlie (fAPM and market model 
can lie linked to each otlier. By com|)aring ec|uations(5) and (8), it 
can l:>e seen that if the CAPM is valid then «,· = Rfi^ — Pi) should be 
satisfied.
As Alexander ;\.u<[ Erancis indica.ted:
’’ ...Em pirical studies indicate that estimates of pi derived 
from the market model and CAPM are quite similar in magni­
tude.
Thus, the conceptual iirolik'in of using the market model to 
estimate pi when the (JAPM is assumed to lie valid does not 
seem to create any serious emiiirical prolilems.” '
’^By in<.:luding iniiivito iuim].)er of sccuritio.s into llio portfolio the un.sy.steinatic risk can be com­
pletely cli ver.silieci.
"Miller and Scholes ( 1972,p.5G) argue that since the standard deviation associated with R j t  is 
so small that the covari¿ınce between R f i  and Rmt  is ].)ractically zero thus niiirket model beta and 
(.b\l’M l)eta is v<ii\v close for any given security.
2.3 .3  Previous Studies on Predicting B eta  using SIM
Blunie (1971) empirically showed that security Ivetas did change over 
time. By regressing l.K:^ tas on tlieir lagged value, he found a regulcir 
pattern. Assuming betas were normally distril.nited, is expected to fall 
this period if it was too high last |)eriod, and vice versa. This tendency 
of l)etas towards their mean value im])lies that taking historiccil betas 
as the only variables to ex|)lain or prc'dict future l)etas is inadequate.
A somewhat similar procedure to B lam es  was used in the Security 
Risk Evaluation Service l.\y AB. rrill Lynch, Bierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc, 
(197v{) Assuming mean of cross-sectional l.)etas is e(|ual to one irrespec­
tive'of the estimation ])eriod, they [u edicted future l)etas. Vasicek [l9T i) 
])rovi(led that if the information |.)rior to sampling were utilized, the ex­
pected mean scpiare loss could decrease. In his pa,|)er he summarizes the 
reason why he ])i*efers Bayesian estimates to classical sam|)ling-theory 
cis lollows:
’’ ...F irs t  Bayesian procedures pi'ovide estimates that mini­
mize the' loss due to misestimation, while sampling theory esti­
mates minimize the error of sampling.
. . .  Secondly, Bayesian theory weights the expected losses by 
a prior distril)ution of the parameters, thus incorporating knowl­
edge which is available to the sa.mple information.”
The toi)ic was raised later in the literature in the work of Bera  and 
Kannan  (1986). The authors predicted future l)etas by using various 
adjustment |)rocedures. They found tha,t time-varying models such as 
Blume’s model l:)est performed to ].)redicted l)eta as a measure of sys­
tematic risk.
2.4 M SE as a C riteria of Prediction Perform ance
To understand which method was l)est among all in forecasting betas, 
most a.nalysist used the Mean Scpiare Error critcu-ia. Moreover, decom-
].)osing mean square error into the components of bias, inefficiency  and 
random error it was ])ossil)le to test the real ])ower of гшу prediction 
method. This method was firstly descril;)ed l.)y Eubank and Zumxualt 
(1979) in finance, and used by many investigators.
Bias indicates the i)art of MSE due to overestimation or underesti­
mation of the mean from one period to the next. When the portfolio 
size is big enough, em]:)irically it is ol)served that the means of predicted 
and estimated l)etas are almost the same and therefore bias in this case 
is negligil)le.
Ineiiiciency shows that the tendency of the ¡u'ediction errors to be 
positive for low predicted values and negative foi* high predicted betas. 
Ineiliciency does exist and |)ositively related to the sample variance in 
])redicted Ix'tas unless the slo])e coefficient ol)tained from the regres­
sion of a.ctucil l.)etas on predicted l.)etas is one. Klemkosky and Martin 
(1975) claimed that Blurne and Levi/s ol.)servation that beta extrapola­
tions ha.ve a tendency to regress toward the mean was the evidence of 
inefficiency in the forecasts.
H,andom error is the part of MSE that is unex])lained l.)y the predic­
tion model. Blumei^s findings su])ported EubanBs and Zum/waWs result 
that random error was almost inde])endent of the model used and could 
only l)e reduced l.)y increasing tlie ])ortfolio size. Eubank and Zumwalt 
also showed that increasing the length of estimation-prediction period, 
one may get larger random erroi* comi)onents ])ossibly because some 
structural change have occured.
So the dilferences l.)etween MSE’s were caused mainly l)y the effects of 
diilerent models on reducing the l.)ias and inefficiency components. Bera  
and К annan (198()) empirically ol.)served that Bayesian methods are 
always sui)erior to unadjusted estimates (clcissical sampling estimates) 
for |)redicting future methods, since the former gives smaller MSE. They 
also showed that it is tlie B/innc’s method which is the best among the 
all including the Bayesian methods, indicating the existence of a regular
10
trend of l)etas over time unlike what was assumed l^ y Markowitz,
B,y trying several Box-Cox transformation on betas, which aims to 
normalize the random disturl)an(‘(\s in l)etas, Bcra c\.ud Kannan sncceded 
ill reducing MSE further . They (^vc'ntually concluded that had longer 
lagged l)etas has l)een included in Blume’s equation of estimation, the 
smaller MSE’s would liave been ol.)tained.
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3 A Review of the Turkish Capital Markets
3.1 Brief History
111 the hegiiming of the 19(SQs, Turkish governments started ci liberaliza­
tion |)rograin to transform the coiintiy to a free market economy. By 
this ]>rogram, lioth in the international trade and in financial markets 
some new regulcvtions and new policies were ado])ted.
To ])romote the development of Turkish capital markets, Centred 
liank simplified reserve and liciuidit}  ^ re(|uirement system ¿ind an inter- 
liank money market was founded. Ex])orts were ])romoted and tarilFs 
on imports were reduced. The control on prices and exchcinge rate was 
removed. The IVirkish Lira was made convertilde.^ The (Japital Market 
La.w was enacted in 1981 and the main regulatory l.)pdy that is respon­
sible foi* the regulation and supervision of the priimiry and secondary 
ma.rkets, The Ckipitcil Markets Board, is estalilislied in 1982.^
y\ll these lilieralizations in early 8(.)s, pre])a.red the necessary grounds 
on which a security exchange was founded, so in 198() the Istanl^ul Secu­
rities lixchage (ISE) restarted its operations. Investors of any country 
of origin were allowed to freely trade in stock market. Moreover cap­
ital controls were removed. In Octol^er 1987, the ISE adopted a new 
trading system to ])rovide a continuous auction and transparency of 
transactions executed on the lioard. By allowing daily newspapers to 
l)ul)licate transaction volume and ])rice regularly, ISE created a mood 
of confidence among investors.
Recently, the (!ai)ita,l Board of Turkey l)rought new regulations re­
lated to short-selling, repo-transaetions and the elfective control of issu­
ing new securities. One of the main motive forces underlying the rapid 
growth of ISE was no doul.)t the reforms which i)ermits revciluation.
With the Revaluation Law l)eing in act in 1983, it l>ecame possible
^Akdoğan H. ( 1992) has an excellent review on the dnikish (/a]>ital Markets.
(.1 r  (I'uide to World Ecinity Markets 1988, 5 M
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for firms to eijuate the l)ook values of cluralrle ca.|>ital goods, such as 
buildings, machines and |)lants , tra.ns|)orta.tion vehicles, to the real 
market values which are al)ove tlie l>ook values Irecause of the inflation.
Tlie high inflation rate and mon(‘ta.ry measures to struggle with it, 
ma.de tlie foreign sources costly to l)orrow and that in return caused the 
liiins to increase the own-ca.|)ital accunudation via the revaluation.The 
sui'irlus olrtained l)y a,])])lying revaluation, can l>e collected in a fund and 
tluis can be written onto the lia.l>ility side of the l)alanced sheet of the 
firm. Moreover lyy converting this fund to the capital of the firm, new 
sliares ca.ii b(i issued to l)e distril)ut(vl to the shareliolders as stock split.
Since the auiortization of the firms increase when the firm aj)plied 
revaluation , in shoi t run the profits and hence distributed profits will 
decrease. 'I’his reduction in the ])rofits will also reduce the amount 
of coiporate tax, the firm should pa.y to the government and amount of 
dividc'iid to be distril)uted to the sha.reholders. All these l)enefits pushed 
firms to api)ly revaluation whenever |)ossil)le.
3.2 Organization of the Stock Exchange
The organisational units of the Istanlud Stock Exchange consists mainly 
of the General Assembly of Members, the hoard of Directors, elected by 
the General Asseml)ly, the Executive Cha.irma.n who is appointed by the 
government and the Board of Internal Auditors who <ue elected by the 
CJeneral Assemlfly.
There a.re mainly four departments in the Istanbid Stock Exchange:
• The Listing De|)artment,
• fl’he Einancial a.nd Administrative Allcdrs l)e|)artment,
• The Eloor Operations De|)a.rtment,
• The Evaluation and Statistics Dejuirtment.
l.'f
3.3 M embers of the Stock Exchange
There are only three types of im'iiil.H'rs in the Stock Exchange through 
which the pul)lic investors can deal: Individual stockbrokers, brokerage 
houses and l;)aiiks.
Individual stocklu'okers must have a liquid asset of the amount de­
clared l)y the l.)oard, ])ay a.n entrance lee and estal)lish ¿1 guarantee in 
favor of the exchange to l)ecome a meinl)er.
brokerage houses are estaldished as limited lial:)lity (type A or type 
B) com|)ani(‘S. According to the ( !a])ital Market Law, type A companies 
are entitled to underwrite while Ty]>e B companies may only undertake 
secondary market activitiesd^’
The primary market is where new issues of l.)onds, preferred stock or 
common stock are sold hy government units, municipalities, or compa­
nies to a.ciiuire new capital while secondary market is where outstanding 
issues, such a,s stock or l)onds ah'eady sold to the i)ublic, are traded. The 
importa.nt point is that the ])roceeds from a sa.le in the secondciry mar­
ket do not go to the issuing unit, l.nit rather to the current owner of the 
security.
Banks which secure i)ermission from the (Japital Market Board can 
operate in the Stock Excliange only through a seperate department. To 
l)e a meml.)er of the Exchange luinks must pay an entrance fee and es- 
tal.)lish a guarantee in favour of the exchange. Banks which could not 
ol)ta.in permission Irom tlie (lapital Market Boa.rd can only handle trans­
actions in unlisted securities in the Over the Counter Market (OTC) as 
long as someone indicates a willingness to take the opposite position.
3.4 A Sum m ary of Sales
Tlie total value of shares, private and government l)onds, treasury bills, 
l.)ank bills, iinancial bonds, foreign currency indo^ xed fronds and rev-
ho (.rr (iuH.lo to World Uciiiity Markets, p.51h 
'*'l'he O'FCJ niarkot is not a rornuil organization witli nioinl:>orship lequiroinents
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enue share certificates, which was 7’L2,397 l:)illion for 1986, reached 
7'L104,740 l:)illion in 1991. A l)reakdown of transactions l)y type of 
security is given in Table I. *
T A B L E  I
Security Sales of Banks, Interm ediaries, and Brokers
.Security Sales (Billion TL)*
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Shares 4 48 43 687 2474 .5414
5 58 99 1058 2741 7427
Private Bonds 64 301 939 1339 6.50 2933
40 94 93 108 46 1161
(.¡overiiineiit Bonds .540 1514 2576 10257 13305 36908
6 7 55 27 10 13623
Trea.sui\y Bills 1181 2864 7062 16630 10647 22439
2:n 356 467 1266 132 12766
Bank Bills 28 52 121 130 39 11
9 44 28 57 24 27
Fina.ncial Bonds 0 35 137 712 387 110
0 17 39 108 23 31
Foreign (Jurrency 
Indexed Bonds
0 85 231 1.549 576 714
0 1 0 4 0 221
Revenue Share 
Certificates
289 358 396 1076 664 932
0 2 0 8 1 25
Total 2397 5833 12285 35025 31719 104740
* Tlui iirst. limi is (.lit: saltAs oF banks, ( lie secoiul line is tlie sales of brokers and intermediaries. 
S o u re o : (/apita .1 Market Board of d'nrkey.
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4 The Data and Descriptive Statistics
The data, used are adjusted dail}', weekly and monthly share prices from 
the Istanbul Stock Exchange. Since* the returns were not readily avail­
able, they were calculated using the adjusted prices by
Rit = log{PulPü-x)\ (10)
where Flu i··^ the* return of the security at time Рц and Pu-x are 
price of the security at time /. and — 1, respectively.
Daily returns are available for .'32 securities and cover the period of 
04/01/88 - 27/12/90. VV(*ekly returns are available for 37 securities 
starting from the first week of Fel)ruary 1986 until the second week of 
.January 1990. Finally, lor 41 securities in the ISE monthly returns are 
used for the period of .January 1988 - August 1991.
The nmrket |)ortfolio used in the study does not include all shares 
which operates in ISF luit tliose for which there is no missing data 
throughout tlie estimation- lu ediction ])eriods. If the stcindcird definition 
of market portfolio were used, instead, then the beta coefficients would 
l,)e very misleading since it might l,)e the case that the return to security 
does not change while the market rate of return changes only because 
of a. new entrance ol a. security in the market and to conclude that the 
security and the market is not corr(4a.ted is ol:)viously not true. In fact, 
for Markowitz model to hold, it is necessary that there is no structural 
change in the market during the estimation period.
The problem with this new market luntfolio is then the estimated 
and the predicted Iretas will l.)e a l.)it dilferent than Markowitz betas 
although they will l)e quite consistent. For the main target of this 
study is not to find the real l:)eta.s in the Markowitz sexxfie but to test the 
power of various piediction methods over the Turkish data, the choice 
of the marked, portfolio were made to the "data limited mai'ket" portfolio 
defined a.l:)ove.
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This argument is validatc'd also l.),y Sharpe’s following claimsd’^
”. . .  For either testing positive theory or a])plying normative 
theory, tlie choice of a j^articiilar index may not l)e especially 
crucial; if two imh'xc's are highly correlated, either may be used.”
Siiu'e the securities are chosen as those which do not have missing 
ol)servations they can I)e thought as ai*I)itrarily chosen, and since they 
ai‘(' grea-ter t-ha.n 30 for eacli ty|)e of data, sets it can l)e concluded that 
th(‘ market ])ortfolio in each cases is highly well-diversified cind moreover 
imirket indexes are highly correlated witli the trii(‘ (ISE) market index. 
Therefore it may l)e concluded that the market index problem faced 
in the empirical study does not give any harm ,a,t least, to testing the 
])erforma.nce of the ])rediction methods.
dli(' rate of return to market |)ortfolio^\ is calculated as the
e(|ually weighted avera.ge of security returns in the market portfolio, by 
this way it is assumed tliat ”c(/ua/ amounts o f Turkish Lira (TL) is 
invtstcd in every share in the market portfolio^
VVe ].)rovide in Appendices A1-A3 tlie OLS estimation results of se­
curity l.)etas and their resj^ective va,ria.nces for daily,weekly and monthly 
rates of returns.
“^Sharpe,!'ort.lolio 'Fheory ainl ()a|atal Marko(.s,p.l 16.
' M leriial’ter inarki t^ ])r>r(r()lio (hîiıolfis (lie j^ortfolio uinler the above setting.s.
5 Methodology
The various adjustment procedures in this study can be described by
the expression:
=  +  ( 11)
where l:iu is the predictei.l l.)eta of secnirity i for ])eriod cind is
the historical beta of security i in ]>eriod / — 1, / denotes a Box-Cox 
transfonnation, and in tliis study it takes tlie forms of identity, scpiare- 
root and logarithmic functions.
r)e])ending on the ways to cahuilatc' and i-20 dilFei'ent adjustment 
techniciues have arised in the finance literature. We suggest here a time- 
varying moilel dealing with the ].)rol)lems associated with the regression 
tendency of lietas. We shall also compare ours to the previously-used 
adj list 11 lei11 techniques.
5.1 Naive Adjustm ent
Unadjusted lietas are obtained l.)y sul.istituting 6n = 0,i*2e = 1 when 
/ is an identity [unction. The assum])tion lieliind the setting is tluit it 
is only the recent jiast tlia.t we can use a,s information to predict future. 
We can then write the jiredicted l.ieta as:
= A - h; (12)
5.2 Tim e-Varying Adjustm ents
5.2.1 Blum e’s Adjustm ent
111 Blume’s adjustment jirocedure I'fu is ]iredicted as follows:
Pit — 1^ + 2^pl-\i't (13)
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where S\ and ¿2 OLS estimates oF Ai and A2 in the Ik^ I^ow equa­
tion, and the same for each securityd'^
ßt-\ = Ai + + Ut \^\ (14)
where ßt-\ and ßt- 2  (-olumn matrices of cross-sectional Ivetas in 
period / — 1 and t — 2 res])ectively, and Ut-i is the column matrix of 
cross-sectional disturl)ance terms. Since Ai = ßt-\ — X-ißt-'i·^  model 
can l)e written as follows :^ '·
ßti — ßt-\ + A2(/^ /.-i?: — ßt- i ) ·
The hypotheses of Blume that over time betas appecir to take less 
exti’c'MU' values and ('xhil)it a tendency towards its mean value is clearly 
reflecti'd in equation (15). Shifts of l>etas towards the mean are propor­
tional to distance of l)eta from tlie ])ast mean value and the proportion­
ality constant is tlie same for all securities.
5.2.2 M LP FS Adjustm ent
The adjustment ])rocedure used l)y MLfM^S assumes that cross-sectional 
mean oi l)etas a.re constant and is e(|iia.l to one regardless of the period. 
Thus MLPh'S l)eta,s are ol)tani('d via the |)rediction equation below:
ßii ~  1 + X2{ßt-li “ 1)·
If as cl B()x-(.k)x transformation logarithm and scpiare-root functions 
are chosen in the general model (1 1), tlie Following log-linear and square- 
root linear Blume type model a.re ol)ta.ined.
5.2.3 Log-Linear Blume Adjustm ent
VVe can write the log-linear model as follows:
thiit the Box-Cox transformation function is identity function also in this adjustment, 
denotes the cross-sectional averaging operator.
ftti — exp{h\ + S-2lug{f:it-u) ) ; (17)
where and S-2 are OLS estimates of A] and A-2 in the equcition below:
= A] + A'2/of/(/:^ (_2) + Wi-i· (18)
/fi-2  are cross-sectional l)etci.s in |>eriods t — 1 and t — 2 respectively,
and (/,(_! is zero mean disturbance term. Sul.)stituting Ax = log{f)t-i) — 
\2log{ftt-2)i where log{p i-j) denotes the cross-sectional mean in period 
/; — y , for any j ,  we fina.lly oI)tain the following:
[in = txp  /^o//(/:/(_|) -\- A2 (^lugifti-u) — log{(ii-2)^^ (19)
5 .2 .4  Square-Root Linear Blume Adjustm ent
A similar analysis to alcove is utilized to ol)ta.in the following prediction 
equation when the Box-Cox transformation is taken as the square-root 
function:
-h A 2 ( \ / — \/fti-2 )^  (20)
wIku'c A2 is the OLS estimate of A2 in the below equation:
\/Pt-\ — A| -f A2 \//il(-2 + ^(-1. (21)
As it should l)e clear from (13),(17) and (20), the difference between 
these log-linear and square-root linear models and that of the Blume 
is the assumption l)rought on the normality of the lietas. In these log- 
linear and stiuare-root linear Blume type models not the original betas 
l,)ut their logs and scpiare-roots a.re thought to l)e normally distributed.
5.3 Bayesian Adjustm ents
VVe shoidd now introduce the Bayesian adjustment techniques in an 
attempt to shrink beta values towards the cross-sectional mean using
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the ciccuracy of l.^ etas ol)tained from a prior information.
5.3.1 Vasicek Adjustm ent
Vasicek’s Bciyesian technique (1973) adopts the following prediction 
model:
= 1^/ + (22)
where cS[i = = 1 — rot^u for some security specific
[parameter (so called weight) Wi^u and for the mean of cross-sectional 
l)eta.s in period t — 1.Vasicek calculated this weight in terms of
sampling and |)rior information al.)out l)etas as such:
— ‘Vi-\i/[vt-\ + U/_ii·);
Vi-u, is the estimated variance of the security l^eta in period t — I 
and l^-i is the cross-sectional variance of l.)etas in period i — 1. Clearly, 
always l)etween zero and one, and that is why this Bayesian 
adjustment technique is called shrinkage estimation. Writing predicted 
l.)eta as
l^ ti. — + (1 — (24)
one can think ot the forecast l.)eta-s as the convex linear combination of 
the historical betas and the ]>rior information, the cross-sectional betas 
in this Ccise.
5.3.2 Efron& M orris Adjustm ent
(¡ontrary to Vasicek, Efron&Morris (1975) used the Fisher infornicition 
in historical l)etas to deduce the variance of prior l.)etas. Adopting this 
technique to the Vasicek’s prediction model we obtain ¿in ¿iltermitive 
adjustment procedure in this study.
Using th(‘ Fisher information hidden in sam])ling estimates of betas,
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the Vasicek weights can be rewritten as:
= Vt-u! {^t-\ +
where At-] is the solution to tlie following equations:
 ^ ( ((A -ii ~ I^t-\Y — ■yi-it) h{At-\)
i=\ \
1
(2 5)
(26)
(27)
2{At-\ +  Ui-ij)'·^  ’
Now we can write the prediction equation using the equcitions (24) 
and (25).
f t t - l i  — +
V t - u
i f t t - ]  -  f t i - u )
At-] +  Vt-]i
5.4 M easuring the Perform ance of Prediction
(28)
After having described the 7 adjustment techniques in the study, we are 
now ready to define our criteria, MSE (Mean Square Error) criteria to 
l)e used in the evaluation process of predictions.
Mean Square Error is sini])ly given by:
M SE. (29)
i— 1
where f^ P,ti ai‘e, respectively, estimated and predicted betas
in period t, and k is the number of securities in the market portfolio 
in period t. As shown by Exibank and Zum/walt, it is possilile to write 
Mean Square Error in terms of its components as:
MSEt — ~  0p,tY + (1 — by<^ BP,t +  p  ~  ('*^ 0)
bias inefficiency random error
(PpE,i ^BP,t ai‘(· standard deviations of estimated and predicted 
cross-sectional lietas, respectively, and b (slo])e) and r^  (coefficient of
22
detennination) are ol)tained From tlie linear regression of f^ E,t on f^ p^ t 
below:
(3 1 )
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6 Results
The Mean Square Error and its components, i n e f f L c i e n c y  and ran- 
dom erro}\ were calculated for 7 different j^rediction methods for monthly, 
weekly and chiily returns and are ])resented in the sul.)sequent sections.
6.1 M onthly Returns
In Tal)le 11, the mean square errors of the ])rediction for monthly returns 
are given.
T A B L E  I I
M S E ’s of the Predicted Betas  
(M onthly R eturns)
M SE Bias Inefficiency Random Error
Unadjusted* 0.202 0.000 0.083 0.118
Vasicck 0.183 0.000 0.0()5 0.118
Efron&Morris 0.181 0.000 0.002 0.118
Estimation Period : 01/88-K3/89
Prediction Period : 11/89-08/91
* ’’ Uiiacljustecr·' denotes betas predictetl according to tlie naive adjustment technique.
As it may be seen, betas predicted using the Vasicek adjustment and 
Efron Morris adjustment performed slightly over the unadjusted betas. 
It is striking that all the reduction in the error was due to the decrease 
in the inefficiency part. The Idas and random error part are seen not to 
be affected anyway.
6.2 Weekly Returns
In Table III, the Mean Square Errors for the betas for weekly returns are 
shown. As shown, again the Bayesian methods jjerformed better than
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.sani])liMg estimates and with resj)ect to the case for monthly returns, 
the size oC the error is shown as a.l)out three times smaller.
T A B L E  I I I
M S E ’s of the P red icted  B etas 
(W eekly R etu rn s)
M SE Bias Ineificieiicy Random Error
IJiicK Ij listed 0.072 0.000 0.051 0.021
Vasicek 0.051 0.000 0.029 0.021
Efroii&MoiTis 0.046 0.000 0.025 0.021
Estimation Per iod : 07/02/86-22/01/88
Prediction Period : 29/01/88-12/01/90
6.3 Daily R etu rns
Finally, in 'ral.)les IV to VI the M SF’s of the lietas j)redicted by using 
daily returns are given foi- three consequative prediction periods.
T A B L E  IV
3. M S E ’s of the P red icted  B etas 
(D aily R etu rn s)
M SE Bias Inelliciency Random Error
Unadjusted 0.100 0.000 0.036 0.065
Vasicek 0.095 0.001 0.030 0.064
EfronfcMorris 0.095 0.001 0.030 0.064
Estimation Period : 04/01/88-30/09/88
Prc'diction Period : 03/10/88-26/00/89
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T A B L E  V
M S E ’s of the Predicted Betas  
(Daily R eturns)
M SE Bias Ineiliciency Random Error
Unacljusteci 0.075 0.000 0.061 0.013
Vasicc^ k 0.064 0.000 0.051 0.013
ElVon&Morris 0.063 0.000 0.050 0.013
Blume 0.023 0.000 0.009 0.013
Ml.PFS 0.023 0.000 0.009 0.013
,S()RT 0.026 0.000 0.012 0.013
Loc; 0 .015 0.000 0.001 0.014
Estinuition Per 
f’rediction Peri
iod : ();:Vl0/88-2()/(.)6/89 
od : 27/0()/89-22/03/90
T A B L E  VI
M S E ’s of the Predicted B etas  
(Daily R eturns)
M SE Bias Ineiiiciency Random Error
Unadjusted 0.048 0.000 0.016 0.032
Vasicek 0.043 0.000 0.011 0.032
Efron&Morris 0.043 0.000 0.010 0.032
Blunie 0.032 0.000 0.000 0.032
MLPFS 0.032 0.000 0.000 0.032
SQRT 0.032 0.000 0.000 0.032
LOG 0.034 0.000 0.002 0.032
Estimation Period : 27/06/89-22/03/90 
Prediction Period : 23/03/90-27/12/90
2(3
Results showed that Bayesian metliods are slightly superior to naive 
adjustment case. With daily returns the size of the data permitted 
us to try time-varying cidjustment ])rocedures. The evidence showed 
tha.t time varying procedures such as Blume,MLPFS,cind logarithmic or 
square-root transformed Blume models ¡performed f^etter than Bayesian 
])i‘ocedures. The ineiiiciency part was almost completely removed when 
Blume-tyi)e models wei'e us(m1. ddie rea,son why the mean square error 
of luedictioiis was relatively higlier with the monthly data and weekly 
data, than with the da.ily data is sinqdy the numl.)er of ol^servations much 
lower for th(' former case.
In Appendices A4-A(S, the adjustment coefficients^^ for various tech­
niques are availal)le, and using that coefficients the predicted betas are 
provided in Api)endices A9-A13, and the means and variances of pre­
dicted l.)etas for all type of data a,re shown in Appendix A14, and lastly 
in Ap].)endices Air)-A21, the graphs of predicted and estimated betas in 
].)eriod 111 for daily returns are availaf)le.
Adjiistiiienl <M)ei(iciciit,s arc iind i>2i cciuation (11) and they will be called as constant
term and slope, resp«ictively, thronghuiit the Aj^pendices Ad-A8.
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7 Conclusions
/
y
Predictions with all kind of data (monthly, weekly and daily) showed 
that predictions l.)ased upon tlie Bayesian Methods gcive smaller mecin 
square errors compared to unadjusted betas. The improvement in the 
errors cire mainly due to the decreases in the ineificiency parts of the 
MSE’s. Results showed that the adjustment technique proposed by 
Efron and Morris is not significantly superior to that of Vcisicek.
Ihediction results ol)ta.ined with daily data indicate that although 
Bayesian methods decreased the ineificiency paid of the MSE quite a 
lot, in general they did not reduce the MSE much, since the random 
error i)art constituted a much larger part of the MSE tluin inefficiency.
There seems very sharp decrea.se in MSE when time-varying beta 
adjustment techniques, such as Blume, MLPES, Log-line¿ir or Squcire- 1  
root-linear models are used. Tliese findings indicate that in Istanbul 
Stock Exchange tlie l)etas are not constant l)ut sliow significant changes 
over time. The results also showed tha.t l)eta.s shifted towards the his­
tórica,1 cross-sectional mea,n, and did not take extreme values through 
time exactly like what Blume previously ol^served with the U.S data.
Since the mea,ns of cross-sectional l)etas in any period was equal to 
almost one, the Blume and MLPFS l.)etas and hence relevant mecin 
scjuare errors are very close to ea.cli other as theoretically expected.
The evidence that log-linear and square-root-linea.r models gcive low­
est Mean Scp.icire Errors on the a.vera.ge is due to the fact that these 
Box-(yOX transformations hel]) a, lot to ma,ke the l.)etas normally dis- 
tril.)uted wliich is an assumption needed to hold in order to be able to 
run OLS.
Both the Bayesian methods and Blume’s methods assumed that betcis 
move towards a cross-sectional mea.n , |)ast or current. The underlying 
reasons may l)e l)est explained via the eflic'ient market theories. In an 
efficient mai'ket, current i)rice is l)a,sed on all relevant information con-
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reriiiiig the future, including the iiiFornmtion al)out the past. Therefore 
if a security was overvalued this |)eriod it will be very likely that next 
|)eriod it will not be that inucli valued ,and vice versci. In other words, 
tlie average market |)rice is always an attractor for <i security price when 
it is over or undervalued. But this in turn ex])lains why the l)eta of a 
security , which is the determinant of how the securities own price moves 
along with the market price, takes less extreme values over time.
Fur |)ortfolio analysis the accura,te estimation of security l:)eta is very 
im])ortant l)ecause tlie systematic risk of portfolio depends on the ¿iver- 
age security l)eta. estimated. In fa.ct, estimating accurate beta is one of 
the conditions for exact market timing. Market timing refers to chcinging 
tlie ¡portfolio’s composition leased on the change in the expected market 
return or se(‘urity betas. If the invest,or is risk lover then she may desire 
to construct a portfolio witli a. larger secmrity Ipeta. So when the goal 
is to raise /:ip^  then low-beta securities can Ipe sold to l)e replaced with 
hi gh - b('t,a, secu ri t i('s.
As a. conclusion, if the multivariate models which involve more than 
two lags of Ipeta, are used (wliich is |)ro])osed l)y Blume Iput could not 
have l)een done in this study since tl)e ISE data, which is quite short,was 
not ai)i)ro[)riate for that purpose) more satisfactory results can be ob­
tained. Also as time goes on, if we come to a ¡point where ISE data 
technically allows us to use the mean a.nd variance of pcist Ipetas itself 
instead of those of cross-sectional Ipetas as a. ¡prior information , the 
power of Bayesian methods over other methods of prediction will be 
more clearly understood, and it will be ¡possilple to decide which model 
reallv Ipest fits the ISE data.
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A1. MEANS AND VARIANCES OF ESTIMATED BETAS
___________________(DAILY RETURNS)________________
PERIOD 1 1 PERIOD II 1 PERIOD III 1 PERIOD IV
FIRM MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE
AKC 1.513 0 .015 1.170 0 .015 1.238 0 .006 1.017 0 .004
ANA 0.897 0 .009 0 .780 0 .012 0.811 0 .007 0 .8 7 9 0 .009
ARC 0.974 0 .006 1.037 0.005 0 .986 0 .005 1.124 0 .004
BAG 0.744 0 .005 0.751 0 .005 0 .779 0 .003 0 .958 0 .004
CEL 1.136 0 .004 1.127 0 .005 1.001 0 .0 0 4 0 .9 3 9 0 .004
CIM 1.778 0 .018 1.607 0 .010 1.229 0 .005 1.031 0 .006
CUK 0.944 0 .004 1.039 0 .004 0 .979 0 .003 0 .870 0.007
DOK 0.944 0 .004 1.282 0 .010 1.156 0 .006 1.161 0 .006
ECZ 0.088 0.001 0 .242 0.001 0 .477 0 .003 1.102 0 .008
ERE 0.460 0 .002 1.062 0 .008 0 .947 0 .005 0 .9 8 0 0 .006
GOOD 1.757 0.011 1.845 0.017 1.294 0 .009 0.921 0 .009
GUB 0.528 0 .005 0 .842 0 .012 0 .774 0 .007 0 .952 0 .006
HEK 0.350 0 .002 0 .578 0 .002 0 .878 0 .0 0 4 1 .040 0 .006
IZM 0.094 0 .000 0 .123 0 .000 0.581 0 .0 0 4 0 .360 0 .003
IZO 1.639 0 .014 1.213 0 .014 1.160 0 .006 1.028 0 .007
KAR 0.734 0 .005 0 .689 0 .008 1.154 0 .005 0 .816 0 .005
KAV 1.630 0.017 0 .818 0 .013 0 .986 0 .006 0 .9 6 6 0 .006
KEP 1.226 0 .008 0 .738 0 .012 0 .883 0 .006 1.133 0 .008
KOCH 1.417 0 .009 1.134 0 .010 0 .9 5 2 0 .0 0 6 1.565 0 .039
KOCY 1.598 0 .008 1.318 0.011 1.201 0 .0 0 6 1.199 0 .007
KORD 1.319 0 .005 1.182 0.011 1.196 0 .004 0 .859 0 .005
KORU 0.537 0 .005 1.089 0.015 1.138 0 .004 0 .989 0 .004
MET 0.583 0 .005 0 .569 0 .006 0 .667 0 .006 0 .723 0 .013
NAS 0.338 0 .003 0 .276 0 .003 0 .877 0 .009 0.931 0 .013
OLM 0.247 0.001 0 .742 0.005 0.851 0 .004 0 .724 0 .007
ОТО 1.738 0 .016 1.638 0 .022 1.290 0 .0 0 9 1.217 0 .007
RAB 1.124 0 .008 1.007 0 .012 0 .955 0.011 1.001 0 .005
SAR 1.103 0 .006 1.066 0 .010 1.014 0 .004 0 .999 0 .003
TSİ 1.066 0 .026 1.498 0 .030 1.276 0 .008 1.213 0 .008
TSIC 1.081 0 .023 1.603 0 .029 1.057 0 .0 1 0 1.091 0 .010
TUDD 1.561 0 .009 1.441 0 .009 1.183 0 .004 1.110 0 .006
YAS 0.229 0 .007 0 .497 0 .005 1.030 0 .004 1.103 0 .008
PERIOD I : 04 /01 /8 8 -3 0 /0 9 /8 8  
PERIOD II : 03 /10 /8 8 -2 6 /0 6 /8 9  
PERIOD III : 2 7 /0 6 /8 9 -2 2 /0 3 /9 0  
PERIOD IV : 2 3 /0 3 /9 0 -2 7 /1 2 /9 0
A2. MEANS AND VARIANCES OF ESTIMATED BETAS
(MONTHLY RETURNS)
PERIOD I PERIOD II 1
FIRM MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE
AKC 0.999 0.001 1.191 0 .003
ANA 1.030 0.001 0 .927 0.001
ARC 0.651 0.001 1.282 0.001
BAG 0.964 0 .000 1.042 0.001
BOL 0.232 0 .058 1.152 0.001
BRI 1.254 0.001 0 .728 0 .005
CEL 1.004 0 .000 1.010 0 .0 0 0
CIM 1.087 0.001 1.072 0 .003
CUK 1.086 0 .000 0 .670 0.001
DOK 0.994 0.001 1.399 0.001
ECZ 1.233 0 .014 0 .155 0 .005
EGEB 1.088 0 .000 1.178 0 .003
EGEG 1.119 0.002 0 .903 0 .002
ERE 1.270 0 .004 0 .829 0.001
GOOD 0.773 0 .000 0 .898 0 .003
GUB 0.891 0 .002 0 .717 0 .005
GUN 1.171 0.001 1.483 0 .004
HEK 1.208 0 .000 0 .990 0 .000
IZM 1.301 0 .009 0 .776 0.001
IZO 1.120 0.001 1.582 0.001
KAR 0.939 0 .000 0 .694 0 .0 0 0
KAV 0.836 0 .002 1.201 0 .000
KEP 0.431 0.002 0 .723 0 .002
KOCH 0.951 0 .003 0 .996 0 .000
KOCY 0.964 0 .002 1.032 0 .000
KORD 0.702 0 .006 0 .744 0 .000
KORU 0.853 0 .002 1.445 0 .0 0 0
KOY 1.284 0 .006 1.302 0.001
MEN 0.8 4 5 0.001 1.362 0 .0 0 2
MET 1.037 0 .008 -0 .076 0 .004
NAS 1.082 0.001 0 .794 0 .003
OLM 1.353 0 .000 0 .559 0 .000
OTO 0.612 0.001 1.361 0.001
RAB 1.668 0 .004 1.172 0 .000
SAR 0.917 0 .000 1.381 0 .000
SIF 0 .915 0.001 0 .995 0 .005
TEL 1.195 0.001 1.016 0 .0 0 0
TSI 1.067 0 .000 1.445 0 .002
TSIC 0.597 0 .004 0 .777 0.001
TUDD 1.213 0.001 1.396 0.001
YAS 1.068 0.001 0 .699 0 .000
PERIOD I : JANUARY 88 - OCTOBER 89  
PERIOD II: NOVEMBER 89 - JULY 91
A3. MEANS AND VARIANCES OF ESTIMATED BETAS
______________ (WEEKLY RETURNS)_________________
PERIOD 1 PERIOD II
FIRM MEAN VARIANCE MEAN VARIANCE
AKC 0.913 0.011 1.292 0.018
ANA 1.231 0.011 1.026 0.012
ARC 1.121 0.013 0.763 0.007
BAG 0.660 0.011 0.993 0.012
BOL 0.601 0.027 1.052 0.013
BRI 1.365 0.012 1.249 0.011
CEL 1.065 0.011 0.919 0.005
CIM 1.138 0.066 1.291 0.028
CUK 1.091 0.017 1.049 0.004
DOK 1.120 0.011 1.042 0.007
ECZ 0.742 0.011 0.803 0.017
EGEB 1.129 0.024 0.943 0.012
EGEG 0.896 0.018 1.104 0.017
ENK 0.375 0.036 0.804 0.020
ERE 1.399 0.020 1.083 0.012
GOOD 0.836 0.013 1.252 0.012
GUB 0.758 0.003 0.794 0.013
GUN 1.253 0.019 0.844 0.010
HEK 1.300 0.029 0.905 0.010
IZM 0.765 0.010 0.943 0.020
IZO 1.038 0.014 1.078 0.008
KAR 0.716 0.010 0.751 0.008
KAV 0.687 0.015 1.087 0.031
KOCH 0.993 0.008 0.839 0.009
KOCY 1.204 0.008 0.915 0.007
KORD 1.077 0.010 1.113 0.010
KORU 1.059 0.017 0.999 0.012
MET 1.311 0.020 0.805 0.019
NAS 1.074 0.022 1.159 0.019
OLM 1.135 0.023 1.215 0.011
OTO 1.219 0.025 0.930 0.009
RAB 1.175 0.023 1.128 0.023
SAR 1.369 0.014 0.989 0.010
SIF 0.424 0.020 0.895 0.015
TSI 0.616 0.011 0.896 0.013
TSIC 1.447 0.015 1.188 0.016
TUDD 0.937 0.010 1.037 0.005
PERIOD 1 : 07/02/86 - 22/01/88 
PERIOD I I ; 29/01/88 -12/01/90
A4. ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS IN PERIOD II
_________________ (DAILY RETURNS)_________________
CONSTANT TERM SLOPE
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 0.000 0.055 0.056
ANA 0.000 0.033 0.034
ARC 0.000 0.020 0.021
BAG 0.000 0.018 0.019
CEL 0.000 0.016 0.016
CIM 0.000 0.062 0.063
CUK 0.000 0.015 0.015
DOK 0.000 0.015 0.015
ECZ 0.000 0.005 0.005
ERE 0.000 0.007 0.008
GOOD 0.000 0.041 0.042
GUB 0.000 0.020 0.020
HEK 0.000 0.008 0.008
IZM 0.000 0.001 0.001
IZO 0.000 0.050 0.051
KAR 0.000 0.019 0.019
KAV 0.000 0.059 0.061
KEP 0.000 0.029 0.030
KOCH 0.000 0.033 0.033
KOCY 0.000 0.029 0.030
KORD 0.000 0.018 0.019
KORU 0.000 0.018 0.018
MET 0.000 0.018 0.018
NAS 0.000 0.009 0.010
OLM 0.000 0.005 0.005
ОТО 0.000 0.057 0.059
RAB 0.000 0.028 0.028
SAR 0.000 0.023 0.024
TSİ 0.000 0.090 0.092
TSIC 0.000 0.079 0.081
TUDD 0.000 0.032 0.032
YAS 0.000 0.025 0.026
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 1.000 0.926 0.924
ANA 1.000 0.947 0.946
ARC 1.000 0.960 0.960
BAG 1.000 0.962 0.962
CEL 1.000 0.965 0.965
CIMS 1.000 0.919 0.917
CUK 1.000 0.966 0.965
DOK 1.000 0.966 0.965
ECZ 1.000 0.975 0.975
ERE 1.000 0.973 0.973
GOOD 1.000 0.939 0.938
GUB 1.000 0.961 0.960
HEK 1.000 0.973 0.972
İZM 1.000 0.979 0.979
İZO 1.000 0.931 0.930
KAR 1.000 0.962 0.961
KAV 1.000 0.921 0.920
KEP 1.000 0.951 0.950
KOCH 1.000 0.948 0.947
KOCY 1.000 0.952 0.951
KORD 1.000 0.962 0.962
KORU 1.000 0.963 0.962
MET 1.000 0.963 0.962
NAS 1.000 0.971 0.971
OLM 1.000 0.975 0.975
OTO 1.000 0.923 0.922
RAB 1.000 0.953 0.952
SAR 1.000 0.958 0.957
TSİ 1.000 0.891 0.889
TSIC 1.000 0.901 0.899
TUDD 1.000 0.949 0.948
YAS 1.000 0.956 0.955
* Unadj. = Unadjusted,
* Ef.&Mo. = Efron & Morris.
A5. ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS IN PERIOD III
_________(DAILY RETURNS)_______________
CONSTANT TERM SLOPE
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
AKC 0.000 0.087 0.082 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
ANA 0.000 0.053 0.050 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
ARC 0.000 0.033 0.031 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
BAG 0.000 0.030 0.028 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
CEL 0.000 0.025 0.024 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
/^ 1 к A 
W l  IVI r\r\r\ 0.097 0.092 0.37 f 0.012 0.357 0.366
CUK 0.000 0.024 0.022 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
DOK 0.000 0.024 0.022 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
ECZ 0.000 0.008 0.008 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
ERE 0.000 0.012 0.011 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
GOOD 0.000 0.066 0.062 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
GUB 0.000 0.032 0.030 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
HEK 0.000 0.013 0.012 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
IZM 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
IZO 0.000 0.079 0.075 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KAR 0.000 0.030 0.029 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KAV 0.000 0.094 0.089 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KEP 0.000 0.047 0.045 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KOCH 0.000 0.052 0.050 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KOCY 0.000 0.046 0.044 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KORD 0.000 0.030 0.028 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
KORU 0.000 0.029 0.027 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
MET 0.000 0.029 0.027 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
NAS 0.000 0.015 0.015 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
OLM 0.000 0.008 0.008 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
ОТО 0.000 0.090 0.086 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
RAB 0.000 0.044 0.042 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
SAR 0.000 0.037 0.035 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
TSİ 0.000 0.139 0.132 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
TSIC 0.000 0.123 0.117 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
TUDD 0.000 0.051 0.048 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
YAS 0.000 0.040 0.038 0.377 0.012 0.357 0.366
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
AKC 1.000 0.913 0.918 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
ANA 1.000 0.947 0.950 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
ARC 1.000 0.967 0.969 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
BAG 1.000 0.970 0.972 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
CEL 1.000 0.975 0.976 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
CİM 1.000 0.903 0.908 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
CUK 1.000 0.976 0.978 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
DOK 1.000 0.976 0.978 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
ECZ 1.000 0.992 0.992 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
ERE 1.000 0.988 0.989 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
GOOD 1.000 0.934 0.938 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
GUB 1.000 0.968 0.970 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
HEK 1.000 0.987 0.988 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
İZM 1.000 0.998 0.998 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
IZO 1.000 0.921 0.925 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KAR 1.000 0.970 0.971 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KAV 1.000 0.906 0.91 1 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KEP 1.000 0.953 0.955 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KOCH 1.000 0.948 0.950 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KOCY 1.000 0.954 0.956 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KORD 1.000 0.970 0.972 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
KORU 1.000 0.971 0.973 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
MET 1.000 0.971 0.973 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
NAS 1.000 0.985 0.985 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
OLM 1.000 0.992 0.992 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
OTO 1.000 0.910 0.914 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
RAB 1.000 0.956 0.958 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
SAR 1.000 0.963 0.965 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
TSİ 1.000 0.861 0.868 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
TSIC 1.000 0.877 0.883 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
TUDD 1.000 0.949 0.952 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
YAS 1.000 0.960 0.962 0.595 0.007 0.643 0.643
A6. ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS IN PERIOD IV
(DAILY RETURNS) _____________
CONSTANT TERM SLOPE
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
AKC 0.000 0.269 0.296 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
ANA 0.000 0.180 0.199 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
ARC 0.000 0.117 0.131 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
BAG 0.000 0.107 0.120 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
CEL 0.000 0.092 0.103 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
CIM 0.000 0.295 0.323 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
CUK 0.000 0.0S7 0.097 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
DOK 0.000 0.087 0.097 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
ECZ 0.000 0.032 0.036 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
ERE 0.000 0.046 0.052 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
GOOD 0.000 0.215 0.237 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
GUB 0.000 0.114 0.128 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
HEK 0.000 0.048 0.055 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
IZM 0.000 0.009 0.010 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
IZO 0.000 0.250 0.275 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KAR 0.000 0.108 0.121 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KAV 0.000 0.287 0.314 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KEP 0.000 0.161 0.180 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KOCH 0.000 0.177 0.196 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KOCY 0.000 0.159 0.177 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KORD 0.000 0.106 0.119 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
KORU 0.000 0.103 0.116 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
MET 0.000 0.104 0.116 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
NAS 0.000 0.057 0.065 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
OLM 0.000 0.032 0.036 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
ОТО 0.000 0.279 0.306 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
RAB 0.000 0.153 0.171 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
SAR 0.000 0.131 0.146 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
TSİ 0.000 0.386 0.417 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
TSIC 0.000 0.354 0.384 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
TUDD 0.000 0.172 0.191 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
YAS 0.000 0.140 0.157 0.635 0.630 0.617 0.622
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
AKC 1.000 0.731 0.704 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
ANA 1.000 0.820 0.801 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
ARC 1.000 0.883 0.869 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
BAG 1.000 0.893 0.880 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
CEL 1.000 0.908 0.897 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
CIM 1.000 0.705 0.677 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
CUK 1.000 0.913 0.903 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.333
DOK 1.000 0.913 0.903 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
ECZ 1.000 0.968 0.964 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
ERE 1.000 0.954 0.948 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
GOOD 1.000 0.785 0.763 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
GUB 1.000 0.886 0.872 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
HEK 1.000 0.952 0.945 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
IZM 1.000 0.991 0.990 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
IZO 1.000 0.750 0.725 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KAR 1.000 0.892 0.879 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KAV 1.000 0.713 0.686 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KEP 1.000 0.839 0.820 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KOCH 1.000 0.823 0.804 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KOCY 1.000 0.841 0.823 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KORD 1.000 0.894 0.881 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
KORU 1.000 0.897 0.884 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
MET 1.000 0.896 0.884 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
NAS 1.000 0.943 0.935 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
OLM 1.000 0.968 0.964 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
ОТО 1.000 0.721 0.694 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
RAB 1.000 0.847 0.829 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
SAR 1.000 0.869 0.854 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
TSİ 1.000 0.614 0.583 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
TSIC 1.000 0.646 0.616 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
TUDD 1.000 0.828 0.809 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
YAS 1.000 0.860 0.843 0.405 0.322 0.383 0.383
A7. ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS
________ (M O N TH LY RETURNS)
CONSTANT TERM SLOPE
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 0.000 0.009 0.011
ANA 0.000 0.015 0.018
ARC 0.000 0.016 0.020
BAG 0.000 0.006 0.007
BOL 0.000 0.464 0.522
BRI 0.000 0.011 0.013
CEL 0.000 0.000 0.001
CIM 0.000 0.008 0.009
CUK 0.000 0.002 0.002
DOK 0.000 0.008 0.011
ECZ 0.000 0.177 0.214
EGEB 0.000 0.006 0.008
EGEG 0.000 0.023 0.029
ERE 0.000 0.056 0.069
GOOD 0.000 0.006 0.007
GUB 0.000 0.025 0.031
GUN 0.000 0.010 0.013
HEK 0.000 0.004 0.005
IZM o.orjo 0.113 0.139
IZO 0.000 0.021 0.026
KAR 0.000 0.002 0.003
KAV 0.000 0.026 0.033
KEP 0.000 0.034 0.043
KOCH 0.000 0.049 0.061
KOCY 0.000 0.023 0.028
KORD 0.000 0.078 0.096
KORU 0.000 0.023 0.028
KOY 0.000 0.085 0.105
MEN 0.000 0.019 0.024
MET 0.000 0.104 0.128
NAS 0.000 0.018 0.023
OLM 0.000 0.005 0.006
ОТО 0.000 0.012 0.015
RAB 0.000 0.060 0.075
SAR 0.000 0.003 0.004
SIF 0.000 0.019 0.024
TEL 0.000 0.022 0.027
TSİ 0.000 0.007 0.009
TSIC 0.000 0.060 0.075
TUDD 0.000 0.010 0.013
YAS 0.000 0.018 0.023
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 1.000 0.991 0.989
ANA 1.000 0.985 0.982
ARC 1.000 0.984 0.980
BAG 1.000 0.994 0.993
BOL 1.000 0.536 0.478
BRI 1.000 0.989 0.987
CEL 1.000 1.000 0.999
CİM 1.000 0.992 0.991
CUK 1.000 0.998 0.998
DOK 1.000 0.992 0.989
ECZ 1.000 0.823 0.786
EGEB 1.000 0.994 0.992
EGEG 1.000 0.977 0.971
ERE 1.000 0.944 0.931
GOOD 1.000 0.994 0.993
GUB 1.000 0.975 0.969
GUN 1.000 0.990 0.987
HEK 1.000 0.996 0.995
İZM 1.000 0.887 0.861
IZO 1.000 0.979 0.974
KAR 1.000 0.998 0.997
KAV 1.000 0.974 0.967
KEP 1.000 0.966 0.957
KOCH 1.000 0.951 0.939
KOCY 1.000 0.977 0.972
KORD 1.000 0.922 0.904
KORU 1.000 0.977 0.972
KOY 1.000 0.915 0.895
MEN 1.000 0.981 0.976
MET 1.000 0.896 0.872
NAS 1.000 0.982 0.977
OLM 1.000 0.995 0.994
OTO 1.000 0.988 0.985
RAB 1.000 0.940 0.925
SAR 1.000 0.997 0.996
SIF 1.000 0.981 0.976
TEL 1.000 0.978 0.973
TSİ 1.000 0.993 0.991
TSIC 1.000 0.940 0.925
TUDD 1.000 0.990 0.987
YAS 1.000 0.982 0.009
A8. ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS
_______ (WEEKLY RETURNS)_______
CONSTANT TERM SLOPE
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 0.000 0.130 0.171
ANA 0.000 0.128 0.169
ARC 0.000 0.152 0.198
BAG 0.000 0.132 0.174
BOL 0.000 0.271 0.340
BRI 0.000 0.146 0.191
CEL 0.000 0.131 0.172
CIM 0.000 0.473 0.554
CUK 0.000 0.185 0.239
DOK 0.000 0.133 0.176
ECZ 0.000 0.135 0.177
EGEB 0.000 0.250 0.316
EGEG 0.000 0.200 0.257
ENK 0.000 0.330 0.405
ERE 0.000 0.212 0.272
GOOD 0.000 0.153 0.199
GUB 0.000 0.037 0.050
GUN 0.000 0.209 0.268
HEK 0.000 0.281 0.351
IZM 0.000 0.117 0.155
IZO 0.000 0.166 0.215
KAR 0.000 0.122 0.161
KAV 0.000 0.171 0.222
KOCH 0.000 0.097 0.129
KOCY 0.000 0.103 0.137
KORD 0.000 0.121 0.160
KORU 0.000 0.192 0.247
MET 0.000 0.214 0.274
NAS 0.000 0.230 0.293
OLM 0.000 0.240 0.303
OTO 0.000 0.252 0.318
RAB 0.000 0.241 0.306
SAR 0.000 0.158 0.206
SIF 0.000 0.217 0.277
TSI 0.000 0.135 0.177
TSIS 0.000 0.174 0.226
TUDD 0.000 0.123 0.162
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 1.000 0.870 0.829
ANA 1.000 0.872 0.831
ARC 1.000 0.848 0.802
BAG 1.000 0.868 0.826
BOL 1.000 0.729 0.660
BRI 1.000 0.854 0.809
CEL 1.000 0.869 0.828
CIM 1.000 0.527 0.446
CUK 1.000 0.815 0.761
DOK 1.000 0.867 0.824
ECZ 1.000 0.865 0.823
EGEB 1.000 0.750 0.684
EGEG 1.000 0.800 0.743
ENK 1.000 0.670 0.595
ERE 1.000 0.788 0.728
GOOD 1.000 0.847 0.801
GUB 1.000 0.963 0.950
GUN 1.000 0.791 0.732
HEK 1.000 0.719 0.649
IZM 1.000 0.883 0.845
IZO 1.000 0.834 0.785
KAR 1.000 0.878 0.839
KAV 1.000 0.829 0.778
KOCH 1.000 0.903 0.871
KOCY 1.000 0.897 0.863
KORD 1.000 0.879 0.840
KORU 1.000 0.808 0.753
MET 1.000 0.786 0.726
NAS 1.000 0.770 0.707
OLM 1.000 0.760 0.697
OTO 1.000 0.748 0.682
RAB 1.000 0.759 0.694
SAR 1.000 0.842 0.794
SIF 1.000 0.783 0.723
TSI 1.000 0.865 0.823
TSIS 1.000 0.826 0.774
TUDD 1.000 0.877 0.838
A9. PREDICTED BETA VALUES IN PERIOD
_________  (DAILY RETURNS)
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 1.513 1.484 1.484
ANA 0.897 0.899 0.899
ARC 0.974 0.975 0.975
BAG 0.744 0.748 0.748
CEL 1.136 1.134 1.134
CIM 1.778 1.729 1.727
CUK 0.944 0.945 0.945
DOK 0.944 0.945 0.945
ECZ 0.088 0.092 0.092
ERE 0.460 0.464 0.464
GOOD 1.757 1.725 1.725
GUB 0.528 0.537 0.537
HEK 0.350 0.355 0.356
IZM 0.094 0.095 0.095
IZO 1.639 1.606 1.605
KAR 0.734 0.739 0.739
KAV 1.630 1.591 1.590
KEP 1.226 1.219 1.218
KOCH 1.417 1.403 1.403
KOCY 1.598 1.580 1.580
KORD 1.319 1.313 1.313
KORU 0.537 0.545 0.545
MET 0.583 0.590 0.591
NAS 0.338 0.344 0.345
OLM 0.247 0.251 0.251
ОТО 1.738 1.694 1.693
RAB 1.124 1.120 1.120
SAR 1.103 1.100 1.100
TSİ 1.066 1.058 1.058
TSIC 1.081 1.073 1.073
TUDD 1.561 1.542 1.542
YAS 0.229 0.248 0.249
A10. PREDICTED BETA VALUES IN PERIOD
______________ (DAILY RETURNS)________________
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. SORT MLPFS LOG BLUME
AKC 1.170 1.157 1.156 1.126 1.120 1.057 1.121
ANA 0.780 0.794 0.794 0.871 0.872 0.945 0.872
ARC 1.037 1.036 1.036 1.041 1.036 1.022 1.036
BAG 0.751 0.758 0.759 0.851 0.854 0.936 0.854
CEL 1.127 1.123 1.123 1.098 1.093 1.046 1.093
CIM 1.607 1.573 1.571 1.394 1.398 1.152 1.398
CUK 1.039 1.038 1.038 1.042 1.037 1.023 1.037
DOK 1.282 1.267 1.266 1.196 1.191 1.083 1.192
ECZ 0.242 0.245 0.245 0.465 0.530 0.686 0.531
ERE 1.062 1.059 1.059 1.057 1.052 1.029 1.052
GOOD 1.845 1.769 1.765 1.534 1.549 1.197 1.549
GUB 0.842 0.852 0.852 0.913 0.911 0.965 0.912
HEK 0.578 0.583 0.584 0.730 0.744 0.871 0.745
IZM 0.123 0.125 0.125 0.350 0.455 0.571 0.455
IZO 1.213 1.197 1.196 1.153 1.147 1.067 1.148
KAR 0.689 0.703 0.704 0.808 0.814 0.914 0.815
KAV 0.818 0.831 0.832 0.897 0.896 0.958 0.897
KEP 0.738 0.755 0.756 0.843 0.846 0.931 0.846
KOCH 1.134 1.126 1.126 1.103 1.097 1.047 1.097
KOCY 1.318 1.298 1.297 1.218 1.214 1.091 1.214
KORD 1.182 1.171 1.171 1.133 1.128 1.059 1.128
KORU 1.089 1.082 1.081 1.074 1.069 1.036 1.069
MET 0.569 0.585 0.585 0.724 0.738 0.867 0.739
NAS 0.276 0.287 0.288 0.495 0.552 0.712 0.552
OLM 0.742 0.748 0.749 0.845 0.848 0.933 0.848
ОТО 1.638 1.565 1.561 1.412 1.417 1.158 1.418
RAB 1.007 1.006 1.006 1.021 1.016 1.014 1.017
SAR 1.066 1.062 1.062 1.059 1.054 1.030 1.054
TSİ 1.498 1.424 1.420 1.328 1.328 1.130 1.329
TSIC 1.603 1.516 1.512 1.391 1.395 1.152 1.396
TUDD 1.441 1.419 1.418 1.293 1.292 1.118 1.292
YAS 0.497 0.511 0.512 0.671 0.693 0.836 0.693
A11. PREDICTED BETA VALUES IN PERIOD IV
_____  __________(DAILY RETURNS)_______________
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. SORT MLPFS LOG BLUME
AKC 1.238 1.208 1.205 1.098 1.096 1.038 1.096
ANA 0.811 0.838 0.841 0.934 0.924 0.978 0.924
ARC 0.986 0.987 0.987 1.004 0.994 1.005 0.994
BAG 0.779 0.792 0.794 0.921 0.911 0.973 0.911
CEL 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.010 1.000 1.008 1.000
CIM 1.229 1.203 1.199 1.094 1.093 1.037 1.093
CUK 0.979 0.980 0.980 1.001 0.991 1.004 0.991
DOK 1.156 1.135 1.133 1.068 1.063 1.028 1.063
ECZ 0.477 0.515 0.520 0.785 0.788 0.908 0.788
ERE 0.947 0.953 0.954 0.989 0.979 1.000 0.979
GOOD 1.294 1.241 1.235 1.118 1.119 1.044 1.119
GUB 0.774 0.807 0.810 0.919 0.909 0.972 0.909
HEK 0.878 0.889 0.891 0.961 0.951 0.989 0.951
IZM 0.581 0.614 0.618 0.835 0.831 0.934 0.831
IZO 1.160 1.141 1.138 1.069 1.065 1.029 1.065
KAR 1.154 1.137 1.135 1.067 1.062 1.028 1.062
KAV 0.986 0.988 0.988 1.004 0.994 1.005 0.994
KEP 0.883 0.898 0.899 0.964 0.953 0.990 0.953
KOCH 0.952 0.958 0.958 0.991 0.981 1.001 0.981
KOCY 1.201 1.176 1.173 1.084 1.082 1.034 1.082
KORD 1.196 1.178 1.176 1.082 1.079 1.033 1.079
KORU 1.138 1.126 1.125 1.061 1.056 1.026 1.056
MET 0.667 0.708 0.713 0.873 0.865 0.952 0.865
NAS 0.877 0.898 0.901 0.961 0.950 0.989 0.950
OLM 0.851 0.863 0.865 0.951 0.940 0.985 0.940
ОТО 1.290 1.241 1.235 1.116 1.117 1.044 1.117
RAB 0.955 0.964 0.965 0.992 0.982 1.001 0.982
SAR 1.014 1.013 1.013 1.015 1.006 1.009 1.006
TSİ 1.276 1.234 1.229 1.111 1.112 1.042 1.112
TSIC 1.057 1.045 1.044 1.031 1.023 1.015 1.023
TUDD 1.183 1.166 1.163 1.078 1.074 1.031 1.074
YAS 1.030 1.028 1.027 1.021 1.012 1.012 1.012
A12. PREDICTED BETA VALUES
(M O N TH LY RETURNS)
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 0.999 0.999 0.999
ANA 1.030 1.030 1.030
ARC 0.651 0.657 0.658
BAG 0.964 0.964 0.964
BOL 0.232 0.588 0.633
BRI 1.254 1.251 1.251
CEL 1.004 1.004 1.004
CIM 1.087 1.086 1.086
CUK 1.086 1.086 1.086
DOK 0.994 0.994 0.994
ECZ 1.233 1.192 1.183
EGEB 1.088 1.088 1.088
EGEG 1.119 1.116 1.115
ERE 1.270 1.255 1.252
GOOD 0.773 0.774 0.775
GUB 0.891 0.894 0.895
GUN 1.171 1.169 1.169
HEK 1.208 1.208 1.207
IZM 1.301 1,267 1.259
IZO 1.120 1.118 1.117
KAR 0.939 0.939 0.939
KAV 0.836 0.840 0.841
KEP 0.431 0.451 0.456
KOCH 0.951 0.953 0.954
KOCY 0.964 0.965 0.965
KORD 0.702 0.725 0.730
KORU 0.853 0.856 0.857
KOY 1.284 1.260 1.254
MEN 0.845 0.848 0.849
MET 1.037 1.033 1.032
NAS 1.082 1.080 1.080
OLM 1.353 1.351 1.351
ОТО 0.612 0.617 0.618
RAB 1.668 1.628 1.619
SAR 0.917 0.917 0.917
SIF 0.915 0.917 0.917
TEL 1.195 1.191 1,190
TSİ 1.067 1.067 1.067
TSIC 0.597 0,622 0.627
TUDD 1.213 1.211 1.210
YAS 1.068 1.067 0.032
A13. PREDICTED BETA VALUES
(WEEKLY RETURNS)
FIRM UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
AKC 0.913 0.924 0.928
ANA 1.231 1.201 1.192
ARC 1.121 1.102 1.097
BAG 0.660 0.705 0.719
BOL 0.601 0.709 0.736
BRI 1.365 1.312 1.295
CEL 1.065 1.056 1.054
CIM 1.138 1.073 1.062
CUK 1.091 1.074 1.069
DOK 1.120 1.104 1.099
ECZ 0.742 0.777 0.788
EGEB 1.129 1.096 1.088
EGEG 0.896 0.917 0.923
ENK 0.375 0.581 0.628
ERE 1.399 1.314 1.290
GOOD 0.836 0.861 0.869
GUB 0.758 0.767 0.770
GUN 1.253 1.200 1.185
HEK 1.300 1.216 1.195
IZM 0.765 0.793 0.802
IZO 1.038 1.031 1.029
KAR 0.716 0.751 0.762
KAV 0.687 0.741 0.757
KOCH 0.993 0.993 0.994
KOCY 1.204 1.183 1.176
KORD 1.077 1.068 1.065
KORU 1.059 1.047 1.044
MET 1.311 1.245 1.226
NAS 1.074 1.057 1.052
OLM 1.135 1.102 1.094
OTO 1.219 1.164 1.150
RAB 1.175 1.133 1.122
SAR 1.369 1.311 1.293
SIF 0.424 0.549 0.584
TSI 0.616 0.667 0.684
TSIS 1.447 1.369 1.346
TUDD 0.937 0.945 0.947
A.DAILY RETURNS
MEAN
UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO. BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
PERIOD II 0,981 0.973 0.973
PERIOD III 1.000 0.990 0.989 1.004 1.012 0.989 1.012
PERIOD IV 1.000 0.998 0.997 1.007 1.000 1.004 1.000
VARIANCE
UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO, BLUME LOG MLPFS SORT
PERIOD II 0.268 0.253 0.253
PERIOD III 0.173 0.155 0.154 0.078 0.070 0.020 0.070
PERIOD IV 0.042 0.033 0.032 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.007
B. WEEKLY RETURNS
UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
MEAN 0.800 0.800 0.999
VARIANCE 0.206 0.200 0.040
C. MONTHLY RETURNS
UNADJ. VASICEK EF.&MO.
MEAN 0.816 0.807 0.785
VARIANCE 0.207 0.207 0.214
A15. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS
(UNADJUSTED BETAS IN A10)
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS PREDICTED BETAS
A16. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS
(VASfCEK ADJUSTMENT IN A10)
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS l·· PREDICTED BETAS
A17. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS
(EF.&MO. ADJUSTMENT IN A10)
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS l·-· PREDICTED BETAS
A18. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS
(BLUME ADJUSTMENT IN A10)
L
1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 39 40 41
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS l·-- PREDICTED BETAS
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS PREDICTED BETAS
1 .8 -
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A20. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS!
(SORT ADJUSTMENT IN A10)
1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 39 40 41
SECURITIES
^  ACTUAL BETAS PREDICTED BETAS
A21. ACTUAL VERSUS PREDICTED BETAS
(LOG ADJUSTMENT IN A10)
SECURITIES
ACTUAL BETAS PREDICTED BETAS
A 22. A B B R E V IA T IO N S  (F irm  Nam es)
1 AKC Akçirneııto 2 ANA Anadolu
3 ARC Arçelik 4 BAG Bagfa.^
5 BOL Bolu Çim. 6 BRI Brisa
7 CEL Çelik Hala,t 8 c im Çimsa
9 CUK Çukurova 10 DOK Dökta;^
11 ECZ Eczacı başı 12 EGEB Ege Bira
13 EG EC Ege (ilil.)re 14 ERE Ereğli D.Ç.
15 GOOD CîoodYear K) GUB Gübre Fab.
17 GUN (.îüııey Bira 18 BEK Hektaş
19 IZM İzmir D.Ç. 20 IZO İzocam
21 KAR Karton San. 22 KAV Kav Orman Ur.
23 KEP Kejrez Elektrik 24 KOCH Koç Holding
25 KOCY Koç Yatının 26 KORD Kordsa
27 KORU Koruma. Tarım 28 KOY Köytaş
29 MEN Mensucat Santral 30 MET Metaş
31 NAS N a.s aş 32 OLM Olınuksa
33 OTO Otosan 34 RAB Rabak
35 SAR Şarklıysan 30 SI E Sifa.ş
37 TEL T. elet aş 38 TSİ Türk Siemens
39 TSIC Türk ,'?i:5e Cam 40 TUDD Türk Demir Döküm
41 YAS Ya.saş
